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Abstract
Although the dependability of architecture is widely expected in the digital age, it is not
clear what content shall the courseware to learn the dependability has. In this paper, we
propose the knowledge design approach on the open dependability to certify enterprise architects who have capability to develop dependable architecture. The knowledge design approach is based on the open standard of The Open Group named O-DA that means Open
Dependability through Assuredness. The knowledge configuration and development process
of the knowledge design approach have described.
Keywords: Open Dependability, Assurance Case, Quality Assurance, O-DA, ArchiMate.

1 Introduction
System failures after service deployment not only seriously affects society and service customers, but also services. It has a significant impact on the company's business opportunities
and the business environment. Continuation of optimal service to the service provider. Minimization of damage in case of system outage, early restoration of service, prevention of
recurrence due to similar factors, accountability and Responsibility for management result is
required.
However, today's systems are increasingly complex and diverse, including clouds, IoT, big
data, wireless, cognitive (AI), SNS, etc., and demands for safety and security are also increasing. For this reason, maintaining social and business Dependability (reliability) at the
time of system failure has become difficult.
"Open Group (The Open Group) released in 2013" Safety and Reliability Verification Standard The Open Dependability through Assuredness ™ Standard (O-DA) "is an international
standard from Japan, making decisions on problem solving. It was an open standard for the
stakeholders to manage risks.
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In Japan, more than 1,000 certified architects of TOGAF which is the standard of Enterprise
Architecture. Also, there were dozens of Japanese certifiers of ArchiMate, a design language
standard that visualizes the EA design based on TOGAF. Based on this architecture capability,
we judged that the soil promoting assurance has been achieved. We decided to develop the
Teaching Course towards to extend O-DA.
It is a general application economically and also in terms of capability, especially for applications where Human interaction Blocks involving humans are the main object, for each
TOGAF ADM phase / process, input dataset, application process, Then, for each possible
mutual relationship with that output data, confirm the viewpoint. The philosophy of version
up design to O-DA 2.0 is to verify systems that have no defect on safety, functional, and
performance, by strengthening processes such as assurance case argument with syllogism.
This is a concrete first step on the basis of architecture, and of course it is difficult to expect
completion at once. Therefore, by advancing modeling with TOGAF and ArchiMate in EAbased design process, we can promote the oversighted assurance process. This is to provide
design and verification processes, to clarify the responsibility system, and to maintain and
improve the reliability of business.

2 O-DA
The Open Group standardized the O-DA (Open Dependability through Assuredness) [1] as
the framework for assuring Open System dependability [2]. Before O-DA, it is not clear how
to assure the architectural dependability of enterprise systems as well as how to apply system
assurance methods, such as the goal structuring notation (GSN), for enterprise architecture.
The O-DA standard is based on TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework) [3] and
it outlines the set of valuable knowledge for mitigating risk associated with dependability of
complex interoperable systems based on assurance cases. The assurance case is used to assure the target of evaluation based on claims, strategies, context, and evidences. GSN is used
to describe assurance cases [5-8]. Fig.1 outlines knowledge configuration of O-DA framework. The O-DA framework is decomposed by AADM (Assured Architecture Development
Method) corresponding to Architecture Development Method (ADM) of TOGAF. ADM consists of the following phases.
Phase P: Preliminary activities are achieved to develop enterprise architecture.
Phase A: Architecture vision is defined.
Phase B: Business architecture is developed
Phase C: Information system architecture is developed.
Phase D: Technology architecture is developed.

Phase E: Opportunity and solutions are clarified to realize the enterprise architecture
to integrated business, information, and technology architecture.
Phase F: Transition architecture is defined to achieve the target architecture from the
base line architecture.
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Phase G: Implementation and governance activities are achieved for the target enterprise architecture.
Phase H: Change management of the realized target enterprise architecture is controlled.
In case of AADM, assurance cases are used to build consensus among stakeholders
to ensure dependability of the target enterprise architecture in the course of ADM
phases. The enterprise architecture can be assured by developing assurance cases in
all the phases of AADM. The O-DA application knowledge provides Architecture
based assurance case engineering (ABACE) [11, 12], FABACE (Formal ABACE),
Assurance case review method [15], SPRME (Subject, property, Risk, Measure,
Ev-idence) method, Assurance case capability index, and O-DA template [14].
FABACE provides a method to develop evidence by formal methods such as B
[20], and Event-B [21, 22]. The O-DA application knowledge utilizes elementary
knowledge, such as, TOGAF, ADM, ArchiMate, Assurance case, and Formal
methods.

3 O-DA Knowledge
The O-DA knowledge consists of the Core and Empirical knowledge. The Core knowledge
includes Basic concepts of the open dependability. The Empirical knowledge includes practical knowledge based on the application experience of the Core knowledge. The table 1
shows the configuration of the knowledge.

Table 1: Knowledge Configuration
Category
Core

Empirical

Items
Background knowledge
Syllogism
Requirements engineering
Assurance case
O-DA essentials
ArchiMate
O-DA template
Two stage review

3.1 Core Knowledge
The core knowledge include the six knowledge on background, syllogism, requirements engineering, assurance case, O-DA, and ArchiMate.

3.1.1

Background knowledge

Although there are many seminars to learn assurance cases, certification capability has not
been provided. Moreover, the improvement method of quality assurance using assurance case
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is not clarified by current assurance case seminars. To resolve the above issues, the O-DA
courseware provides case studies by advanced experts, lectures for quality assurance, voluntary workshop using participants problems, and examinations to certify participants
knowledge.
According to the announcement of the American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2002, in a normal application, a system error after operation.
The recovery cost was 30 times the cost of finding and correcting errors in the design stage.
Also, in 2009, there were eight more complicated aircraft and defense system manufacturing
companies reporting 44 times with software cooperative research based on CMU 's NIST
thesis.
According to the results of the NIST survey, 70% of software errors occur during requirements definition and design phase. It is also reported only 3.5% of errors were found and
solved at this upper stage. 20% of errors was happens in the unit test, 16% of errors is found
and resolved.
If we can find 53.5% to 63.5% errors from the upstream design stage, there is a possibility
that the cost of total software testing can be reduced by 50% to 70%.

3.1.2

Syllogism

The Syllogism provides the fundamental notions to infer conclusions based on propositions
and evidence. The following three steps are used to deduce the conclusion.
The major premise holds.
And a minor premise also holds.
Therefore, the conclusion is deduced.
From the point of syllogism, Claim, argument, and evidence correspond to conclusion,
major premise, and minor premise. Therefore, syllogism provides the fundamental rational
thinking process to understand the assurance case knowledge. It is difficult to describe assurance cases without the skill of syllogism.

3.1.2

Requirements engineering

The communication problem of requirements is first explained. This is because the most
common cause of system failures is the requirements communication problem. Then, the
requirements engineering process is overviewed from the point of quality assurance. The
dependability attributes and functional safety standard are explained. Moreover, the basic
concepts of hazard analysis are necessary for achieving the quality assurance.

3.1.3

Assurance case

The graphical notation of assurance case is briefly introduced. Then assurance case patterns
are explained to understand argument structures. The category of assurance case decomposition patterns are target based, reference model based, conditional, inference based, evidence
based and reuse based. The numbers of argument patterns for each category are 15, 10, 7, 4,
11, and 2. Each pattern describes problem, premise, alternatives, merit &demerit and remarks
for application.
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3.1.4 O-DA essentials
The purpose of O-DA, overview, terminology, and future directions are introduced. Then,
we explain the O-DA framework that are constituted by dependability, development of assurance cases, accountability, failure response and change management cycles. We also explain the guidelines that are the structure and examples of assurance cases. Moreover, O-DA
template is introduced to explain the typical business case of O-DA. The template describes
the set of assurance cases for an Architecture Quality Evaluation Service.

3.1.5 ArchiMate
We introduce the overview of ArchiMate 3.0. A method to describe assurance cases using
ArchiMate is then explained for assuring an elevator control system, smart card application,
and IoT service security.

3.2 Empirical Knowledge
The empirical knowledge is created through the workshop. Participants of the workshop
study and apply the O-DA knowledge to perform quality assurance using the actual architecture development cases of their own. Participants experience is extracted through quality
assurance activities by practicing the assurance process. Consideration on organizational approach is based on how to construct architecture design, solution, and operation divisions.
The followings are examples of the empirical knowledge based on the application of O-DA.

3.2.1 O-DA template [14,24]
The O-DA template has been proposed to clearly define the relationship between O-DA
phases and ArchiMate concepts. The application of the O-DA template for the automotive
sector has also been evaluated.

3.2.2 Two Staged Review [23]
A method of two stage review of design documents was defined based on TOGAF. ADM
(Architecture Development Method) was used to improve design document review processes
by implementing the two-stage third-party review process into real software development
projects. The two staged review consists of two perspectives of "natural language" and "quality characteristics".
The case study for the Japanese middleware development projects showed that the project
where the two-stage third-party review was carried out had lesser failures in System Test and
later processes as compared to the project where it was not carried out.

4 Knowledge Development
4.1 Knowledge Development Process
The two layered knowledge of O-DA is developed by the following process. There are four
activities consists of systematize, apply, collaborate, and extend. The knowledge components
are systematized into the core O-DA knowledge. The core theoretical knowledge is explicitly
described. The core O-DA knowledge is applied to empirical cases and then the empirical
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knowledge collaboration is occurred. In the course of the collaboration, the validated empirical knowledge is used to extend the core knowledge.
As the core knowledge is the theoretical knowledge, the above knowledge creation process
can be represented by the Figure 1. We call the knowledge creation process as SACE for
Systematize, Apply, Collaborate, and Extend.

Figure 1: Knowledge Creation Process

4.2 Case Studies
This section shows additional O-DA knowledge development cases according to four processes.

4.2.1 Systematize
The Model Based Jobs Theory (MBJT) [38] is invented by integrating the Goal Oriented
Requirements Engineering (GORE) [27, 28] and ArchiMate knowledge as follows. The
MBJT is designated based on the anatomy of the Jobs Theory (JT) proposed by Christensen
[37]. The essential concept of JT consists of customer, concerns, situation, cause, job, progress, and solution. These concepts are respectively mapped to stakeholder, concerns, problematic situation, cause, process, future goal and solution that are GORE concepts. Moreover,
GORE concepts can also be represented by ArchiMate icons that are actor, value, driver,
assessment, business process, goal, and requirement.
The meta model of the MBJT is shown in Figure 2. The generic MBJT pattern diagram is
able to describe based on the meta model.
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Figure 2: Meta model of MBJT knowledge

4.2.2 Apply
The MBJT knowledge is applied to the Healthcare domain to develop Healthcare business
model patterns [39, 40]. The five key business model elements ASOMG of e-Health services
have been extracted by analyzing existing e-Health business models. The elements of
ASOMG are not depended on the e-Health domain. Actor, Service and Object are corresponded to Subject, Verb, and Object. SVO is the basic elements of natural language statements. Means and goals are also generic. This consideration derives the generality of the
ASOMG structure. The meta model of e-Health service has been developed based on
ASOMG as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Meta model of Business model knowledge
The ArchiMate pattern of e-Health service has been developed by mapping ASOMG elements to the corresponding ArchiMate elements. The e-Health Business Modeling Method
has been proposed based on ASOMG, and the ArchiMate pattern using the meta model of eHealth service. The applicability of the proposed e-Health Business Modeling Method has
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been evaluated by the case study on e-Health services. Although the e-Health Business Modeling Method was created by existing e-Health business models, the resulted method is not
depended on the e-Health domains. Therefore, the proposed method is expected to apply
various business domains including e-Business, e-learning, and e-Government.

4.2.3 Collaborate
The IMSA (Intra Model Security Assurance) [41] approach provides the high efficiency to
assure security, because it can directly assure security of assets in the same diagrams without
exchanging different diagrams. ArchiMate and Assurance case are collaborated to develop
IMSA knowledge that use ArchiMate to describe assurance cases. Figure 4 integrates metamodels of architecture and security case. The meta-model of architecture consists of the target of assurance, elements and relationships. The target of assurance represents the system
as a whole. The meta-model of security case consists of target of assurance, property, risk,
counter measure, and evidence. The evidence will be realized by elements of the target system.
threat

Risk
resolve

Property

Counter
measure

satisfy

establish

Target of
assurance

Relationship

Evidence
realize

Element

Figure 4: Meta model of IMSA knowledge

4.2.4 Extend
The EA modeling approach using ArchiMate is formalize to extend the thinking process as the Aspect Analysis method [42]. Although ArchiMate is the language to model
Enterprise Architecture using diagrams, it is not easy to learn and use correctly ArchiMate
because it has more than 60 graphical icons. The generic knowledge how to use ArchiMate
is highly expected. As ArchiMate is designed from the point of aspects consists of the behavior, passive and active structure, we proposed the aspect analysis approach.
For Business, Application and Technology layers of Enterprise Architecture, verbs and nouns
that represent behavior, object and subject are described. Verbs are corresponded to behaviors
of architecture layers. The nouns are assigned to passive and active structure column. The
motivation elements are omitted in the aspect analysis table. The reason is to reduce the
complexity of ArchiMate diagrams.
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The Table 2 shows the template of aspect analysis table. The elements of the table are derived
from natural language sentences. Therefore, S, V, and O in the template represent Subject,
Verb, and Object, respectively.
Table 2: Aspect analysis table template.
Layer

Behaviour

Passive structure

Active structure

Business Architecture

V+O

O

S

Application Architecture

V+O

O

S

Technology Architecture

V+O

O

S

The behaviour elements are described in the form of <verb> <noun>, where <noun> shows
the object word. The passive structure elements are described in the form <noun>. The
<noun> can be a composite noun. The active structure elements are nouns that represent
subject words. Composite nouns are used to specify subjects.
The aspect analysis method is extracted and extended from the ArchiMate application experiences of EA practitioners.

5

Related Work

The Open Group Real Time & Embedded Systems Forum focuses on standards for high
assurance, secure dependable and complete systems [1]. At the heart of this O-DA (Open
Dependability through Assuredness) standard, there is the concept of modeling dependencies,
building assurance cases, and achieving agreement on accountability in the event of actual
or potential failures. Assurance cases are necessary to assure architectures of dependable
systems [1, 2]. Assurance cases are used to show validness of claims by evidence. GSN (Goal
Structuring Notation) was also used to describe assurance cases [7-10]. The DEOS process
was proposed to manage dependability of complex systems by using dependability cases [1,
2]. The dependability case is an assurance case for assuring dependability. The DEOS process [2] is an integrated iterative process containing the change accommodation cycle and
the failure response cycle.
O-DA will benefit organizations relying on complex systems to avoid or mitigate the impact of failure of those systems. O-DA includes the DEOS process mentioned before. The
Change Accommodation Cycle and the Failure Response Cycle that together provide a
framework for these critical processes. O-DA brings together and builds on The Open Group
vision of Boundaryless Information Flow. These concepts include O-DM (Open Dependency
Modeling) and Risk Taxonomy of The Open Group Security Forum, and Architecture models
of The Open Group ArchiMate® Forum [4]. ArchiMate can be to describe enterprise architecture models [5,6]. Approaches to assure architecture were proposed by using ArchiMate
[11, 12]. The O-DA template [14] has been proposed to clearly define the relationship between O-DA and ArchiMate concepts. The application of the O-DA template for the automotive sector has been shown [24].
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Perroud and Inversini proposed the Enterprise Architecture Patterns, EAP, as practical solutions for IT-Architecture problems [13]. Although EAP showed 3 business, 5 support, and
5 infrastructure patterns, no pattern to integrate all the architecture layers was considered.
The O-DA template can be considered as the pattern of EA Patterns, because it contains all
EA artifacts through ADM processes.
Nonaka and others proposed SECI framework as the knowledge creation process of organizations [25,26]. The SECI framework defines four knowledge transformation between
explicit and tacit knowledge. The combination process of SECI model is a means of systematizing explicit knowledge that strategically and analytically integrates and combines explicit
knowledge expressed from tacit knowledge within an organization in order to systematize
explicit knowledge. The SECI model only explains the process of knowledge creation.
Therefore, the SECI model is difficult effectively to use as the method of designing
knowledge.
Duncan [27] defined the organizational ability to perform incompatible strategic actions
as Ambidexterity. For example, continuous improvement of existing businesses and creation
of new businesses require different capabilities. Improving the continuous improvement of
existing businesses is the capability to deepen existing products and services. On the other
hand, creating a new business is the capability to search for new products and services. This
deepening and exploration capabilities are likely to conflict with each other. The ambidexterity defined the conflict between the two capabilities, deepening and exploration, but did
not clarify the interaction process of these capabilities. Also, Duncan has not explicitly explained the knowledge required for the deepen and explore capabilities.
Teece [28] defines the dynamic process between two different capabilities to combine resources, including knowledge, to create new value and transform an organization. The process integrates an ordinary capability for efficient use of management resources and a dynamic capability for creating new value in response to changes in the business environment.
Dynamic capability requires co-specialization to create values that complementarily combines different resources. By deploying Teece's product co-specialization to IT, Queiroz [29]
defined the concept of co-specialization of business processes and IT. Teece's dynamic and
ordinary capabilities correspond to the exploration and deepening of duality. For this reason,
Popadiuk et al. [30] consider the relationship between duality and co-specialization.
The SACE proposed in this paper defines four activities between theoretical and empirical
knowledge. The SECI clarifies knowledge dissemination process. In contrast, SACE is focusing on the knowledge evolution through empirical studies.
Quartel et al. [31,32] proposed a method to integrate EA models with GORE (Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering). Teka et al. [33] compared expressive power of TROPS
[34] and NFR (Non Functional Requirements) framework [35] by using ARMOR. ARMOR
is a visual language to describe motivation model of EA by using goals and requirements.
Boness et al. [36] integrate Goal Oriented method and EA models by using a meta model.

6 Discussion
6.1 Effectiveness
The knowledgeware has been successfully lectured to practitioners. This shows the
effectiveness of the proposed knowledge. Moreover, practitioners who learned the
knowledge started to apply the knowledge to their own projects. The knowledge application
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working group include the following four projects as shown in Table 3. Each project is
allocated to different TOGAF phase. Four corporations are assigned to each project. In the
course of these projects, the theoretical O-DA knowledge is evaluated and the empirical
knowledge is extracted.
Table 3: Team configuration
Team Phase

Design

Evaluation &Test

ArchiMate

A

Preliminary
Architecture vision

Concept of oper- Operation evaluaations
tion

Motivation layer

B

Business architecture

Requirements
elicitation

Operational
cess

Business layer

C

Information
chitecture

Ar- Requirements
definition

System test

Application
layer

D

Technology archiExternal design
tecture

Integration test

Technology
layer

pro-

6.2 Limitation
The number of knowledge development cases was four. It is necessary to have more different
kinds of applications to evaluate the effectiveness of the SACE process. Although application
studies were qualitatively evaluated, it is also necessary to evaluate the impact of O-DA
quantitatively. As Knowledge Creation Process SACE between theoretic and empirical
knowledge is generic, SACE can be applied to various business domains. Case studies on
SACE for business domains other than system development are needed.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, the O-DA knowledge design was proposed. The O-DA knowledge has been
lectured to the Enterprise Architects. The knowledge consists of theoretical and empirical
knowledge. It also includes knowledge evolution process named SACE. The result shows
the effectiveness of the O-DA knowledge. For example, the participants of the study group
have started to apply the knowledge and try to extract empirical knowledge in their own
projects.
Future work includes another theoretical study of O-DA knowledge for improvement
knowledge integration with other safety critical knowledge [16, 17] and formal method
knowledge [20, 21,22]. It is also necessary to include empirical knowledge by case study of
O-DA core knowledge.
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